
Membrane keyboard modification tutorial

Purpose:
To connect an external switch in parallel with the “ Pause/Break”key on an external keyboard in order to allow use of SFR’s
“ Oneswitch”Radar and Navbar scripts as a method of controlling a PC which is running “ Puppy Linux”.

Notes:
1) This tutorial covers a “ membrane” style keyboard. This type of keyboard does not allow direct access to the electrical
contacts at the back of the switch, and therefore requires the identification of the appropriate wires on the control circuit board.
Although it is much easier to modify an older style “ non-membrane”keyboard (as they usually allow direct soldering to the
switch itself) it’s not that easy to find such a keyboard. The membrane type is much more common these days. Unfortunately
not every keyboard is able to be modified.

2) Some external keyboards (particularly those which have a usb connector) may also require adjustments to the Oneswitch
script (which can easily be done within the Oneswitch config gui) to force the script to monitor a different “ event handler” than
is used with an inbuilt keyboard (such as is used in a netbook or laptop). SEE DETAILS AT THE END OF TUTORIAL.

Brief summary:
Dismantle the keyboard, use a multimeter to identify which wires are connected to the Pause/Break key, solder some wires (and
a resistor) to the correct pins, then fit a suitable switch that can be controlled by the end user.

Detail:

1) Select a keyboard. USB keyboards are useful because they can be hotplugged in and out as required. Any old keyboard is
likely to be fine - old and cheap is often best. Test the Pause/Break key before you begin! (See note 2 above if it seems faulty)

2) This particular keyboard is a Silitek model SK-2501B



3) Remove all screws/clips/retainers from the rear of the keyboard.

4) Some of the screws may be underneath stickers, labels or rubber feet:

5) Insert a small screwwdriver at the edges, force open the plastic clips and prise the two halves of the keyboard apart:



6) This shows the unitary “ membrane”construction of the keyboard. Switches cannot be individually accessed.

7) Once the keyboard is dismantled you should see the circuit board, cables and connectors:

8) It will be necessary to use a multimeter to measure the connectors where the membrane cables connect to the circuit board.



9) If possible I recommend using a meter which has an audible output so that you can hear when you have hit the right pins.
Many multimeters have an audible beeper when used on the “ diode check”position but it is even better if you can access one
which outputs a tone when using the “ resistance”measuring scale. (Diode check position may be useless on most keyboards)

Notice that there are two cables here - one has 9 pins and the other has 22 pins. These pins form a sort of “ grid”which is used
to identify which key is pressed. Usually each key will be connected to one pin from the small connector, and one from the long
connector. Note that it is NOT a strictly organised grid - there is usually NOT a tidy correlation between the pin grid and the
position of the particular key on the keyboard. You will need to use trial and error to identify which pair of pins corresponds to
the Pause/Break key that we are looking for. (And on some smaller keyboards you may find that BOTH wires from the
Pause/Break key come out to only one of the connectors - it all depends on how the etchings have been run on the keyboard
surface). Be patient and draw up a grid to try to identify clusters of keys and which pins they are connected to. Eventually you
will locate the pins that connect to the Pause/Break key. I recommend you make a chart.

VERY IMPORTANT NOTE: membrane keyboards have one unusual characteristic - each keyswitch DOES NOT create a
“ short circuit”or “ zero resistance”path between it’s corresponding two wires - usually it creates a specific resistance between
the wires. This is because the grid network of wires which snakes its’way through the keyboard contains small resistors which



help the circuitry determine which keys and how many of them, are being pressed. For example - in my keyboard when I press
the Pause/Break key I can measure a resistance of about 17 ohms between pin 7 on the small connector and pin 10 on the long
connector. The circuit board is designed to monitor these resistances and determine which key is being pressed. I recommend
you select the 200 kohm scale initially when trying to identify the pairs. (generally the actual resistance presented by the
keyswitch may be anywhere from a few ohms up to a thousand ohms). Work sequentially through each pin combination (One
probe on pin 1 of the small connector, and the other probe on pin 1 of the large connector, then move that second probe to pin 2
of the large conn, then pin 3 of the large conn, then pin 4 etc etc) and get someone else to press each key on the keyboard till
you start to find ones that trigger your meter. I found it useful to drag the rounded handle of a screwdriver across each row of the
keyboard as a method of pressing each key easily. (be aware that your meter may have a slightly delayed beep or visual reading
so don’t rush it). Many combinations do not correspond to any key at all so you will need to be patient.

Once you have worked out which pins correspond to the Pause/Break you need to change to a lower ohms scale to get a more
accurate measurement, and record the resistance that is created by pressing that key - you will need to get hold of a resistor of
that value to add in to the wires that we are about to fit in this modification.

10) Accessing the back of the circuit board makes it easier to add wires to the connector pins that are fed from the Pause key.

Add the two wires and a resistor that corresponds to the measured resistance noted above. (Initially I used a 10 ohm and a 6.8
ohm that I had lying around and put them in series for testing purposes:) NOTE: DO NOT CONNECT THESE INTERNAL
WIRES TOGETHER - THEY MUST BE SEPARATED BY THE APPROPRIATE RESISTOR (When the loose wire is
connected to the free resistor terminal a “ Pause/Break”key depression will be detected)



I removed the large “ test” resistors and replaced them with a single 1/4 watt resistor and decided to also fit a 3.5mm mono
socket onto the end of the wire/resistor leads so it could be built into the keyboard tidily. Note that the resistor needs to be in
SERIES with the socket or whatever actual switch is fitted. Do not fit the resistor in parallel with the socket or switch as that
will prevent the keystrokes being detected. This socket allows a variety of trigger switches to be plugged in/out from the
keyboard depending on the needs of the user (eg: foot switch, chin switch, thumb switch, bite switch etc etc). By having the
resistor fitted INSIDE the case it allows each of the external trigger switches to be very straightforward - just a switch that
“ shorts” the two wires together externally.

Here is the completed keyboard with a “ mockup” footswitch attached



Oneswitch config gui setup:

When I attached the external keyboard to my laptop I found that the Oneswitch script did not initially detect the pressing of the
Pause/Break key - even though all other keys were operating correctly and Oneswitch was detecting the INBUILT keyboard
correctly. Forum member SFR (who wrote the “ Oneswitch” script) provided the following information concerning setting the
correct “ event handler” to be monitored by Oneswitch:

The Oneswitch programme monitors the event handlers found in /dev/input/event(x)

An inbuilt keyboard will likely use a different event handler to an external keyboard (especially usb) and the oneswitch config
gui allows the correct input device event handler to be specified as shown:

But the question is - which event handler is the right one for me? You can just try modifying the gui by trial and error: eg:

/dev/input/event1
/dev/input/event2
/dev/input/event3

|
/dev/input/event7
/dev/input/event8 etc etc, and just keep on going till you hit the “ sweet spot”

Or you could also try entering the following command in a terminal (plug keyboard in first)
# cat /proc/bus/input/devices

You will see an output listing the event handlers for different hardware interrupts and you should be able to scroll down to
something like the following:



You can see that my keyboard required two handlers (I’m not sure why...) so I tried setting both event8 and event9 in turn but
only the event8 worked succesfully. When I finally had the external keyboard working correctly I found that the Pause/Break on
the INTERNAL keyboard was no longer monitored, but that should not cause you problems as you will be using the external
one anyway.

***************************************************************************************

Puppy Murga Forum links:

Original thread requesting help with switch script and offering various other solutions:
http://www.murga-linux.com/puppy/viewtopic.php?t=84617

Latest Oneswitch .pet:
http://www.murga-linux.com/puppy/viewtopic.php?p=702125#702125

My earlier version of “ SwitchPup”which can be driven by a modified keyboard such as the one in this tutorial:
http://www.murga-linux.com/puppy/viewtopic.php?t=85466




